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About This Game

Rampage Ragdoll is a ragdoll fight funny action game.
Game Mode:Single Player Mode and Two Players Mode.

Single Player Mode：Control the Player1 Ragdoll vs the AI Ragdoll.
Two Players Mode: Player1 Ragdoll vs the Player2 Ragdoll.

Control:Support keyboard and xbox controller.
Keyboard control:

player1:
Torso Move Up:default keyboard button w;
Torso Move Left:default keyboard button q;
Torso Move Right:default keyboard button e;
Torso Rotate Left:default keyboard button 1;
Torso Rotate Right:default keyboard button 3;

Left Leg Rotate Left:default keyboard button a;
Left Leg Rotate Right:default keyboard button s;
Right Leg Rotate Left:default keyboard button d;
Right Leg Rotate Right:default keyboard button f;

player2:
Torso Move Up:default keyboard button i;

Torso Move Left:default keyboard button u;
Torso Move Right:default keyboard button o;
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Torso Rotate Left:default keyboard button 7;
Torso Rotate Right:default keyboard button 9;

Left Leg Rotate Left:default keyboard button h;
Left Leg Rotate Right:default keyboard button j;
Right Leg Rotate Left:default keyboard button k;
Right Leg Rotate Right:default keyboard button l;
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Title: Rampage Ragdoll
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
ijal Studio
Publisher:
ijal Studio
Release Date: 22 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel Pentium G3260

Memory: 1000 MB RAM

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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rampage ragdoll

Game of the year. Broken english simulator 2016.

This is an eclectic, off the beaten path kind of game - if you dont mind reading A LOT, and have the patience, this is pretty
interesting; if only for its efforts to be something new.

Think - goosebumps choose your own adventure with late 80's PC graphics and broken english.. the #1 indie game of the
century hands down. nominated for GOTY 2018. They got enough content to last past refund time.. Wow does this game need
improvement, mostly in the form of information. The graphics and sound and general look and feel are very smooth, but I
struggled with the gameplay mainly due to not knowing what I was doing and because the arena is very small making it hard to
manouvre. There is also no mouse control, not even for the menus.

I got this game to play with my son in co-op mode. We set up the controls for two players, one with a controller. I set up
"Clumsier bots (for younger children)" and started the tutorial.

Bug 1) When using a controller you cannot re-use the keyboard keys that were previously configured for it to be used by another
player.
Bug 2) When using the controller's lever control (axis 0) for up and down, the direction is reversed.

After completing the tutorial I got immediately thrown into a game against a bot that totally owned me. I am an experienced
gamer but the combination of not having a clue what was going on combined with struggling with controller controls meant I got
thoroughly beaten by a clumsy bot. Very frustrating.

Bug 3) The tutorial does not explain that you can take over an opponents tower by shoving a block on top. It does not explain
that building multiple towers is probably better than building one big one. It does not explain that occassionally bombs drop out
of the sky and blow stuff up. It does not explain that you can knock your opponent over the edge or, if incautious, drop off the
edge yourself. It does not explain what all the blocks do - there were some glowy ones that looked special and a Mexican hat. I
had no idea what they did because the tutorial did not explain it.

Finally, as explained earlier, I got the game to play co-op with my son. While there are settings to configure controls for four
players, all round one keyboard (yeah right) or with controllers, or a mix, I struggled at first to figure out how to set up a game
with multiple players. My son somehow managed to get into a single player game. I finally figured out how to add multiple
players and bots, but cannot figure out at all how to have a co-op game as was advertised.

Bug 4) No way to start a co-op game, or if there is it is not apparent enough (need better documentation/explanation perhaps).

In summary, after several hours of frustration losing horribly to bots I might eventually learn to play well enough to win - at
which point I would get very bored very quickly. It would be better if there was some growth to the game - start off with easy
levels and then work up to playing harder levels and so on.

----

Additional: The game doesn't save options when you quit. It keeps hanging when configuring controls.
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Boring. Levels too similar, graphics too plain, have to play through trial and error which means you have to do the same level
2-3 times just to get down where to place things. The hitbox is too small imo, not worth the price, luckily I got a key from a
friend because otherwise I'd be annoyed. If this game interests you, I sincerely recommend you wait until it's on sale.. It's better
than going naked. 8\/10 skin.. Chapter 4 is probably one of the saddest things \tI\u2019ve read. The brother\u2019s story was so
heartbreaking, and to be honest, I felt bad for Shimizu. I disliked her on the previous chapters, but I could feel she felt bad for
what happened. I know she was supposed to be the highlight of this chapter, but the Hashimoto brothers stole the spotlight there,
at least for me.

Chapter 5 was surprisingly good (even with the \u201chappy ending\u201d for everyone), and Emoshichi did great. I still
can\u2019t see her as a love interest to Suguha (Kuranosuke and Yasubee were the best in my opinion), but her determination to
get better and help her comrades was amazing. Even with the Kinako event (which made me so sad, oh god), she stood up not
only for the ronins, but for her family\u2019s sake as well. The very final battle could be a bit longer, but that\u2019s just a
thought. The game is still amazing.

10\/10, there are flaws, but I don\u2019t care. This kinetic visual novel is really, really good and worth the price!. It's kinda
peculiar and somewhat appealing.. It could turn out a beautiful game, but needs a lot of work and refinement.
There's room for lot of improvements and I'm sure it will get better.. Subarashii!

 DIE DIE MANTHINGS . I got this game for 50 cents with a coupon. I've played about 5 or so hours of it and love it.
10 cents for an hour of fun, you bet! This game has great gameplay and really makes you strategize carefully. You have
to decide between two choices that look similar, but may have drastically different outcomes. You play as a village that
gets raided every other year or so and can explaore and attack other areas. Sometimes you will have you whole army
destroyed if you aren't careful. One bad campaign when exploring + a hard year of pillaging invaders at your doorstep
and you have to restart. Can YOU survive for 50 YEARS?. This game is really simple and easy to pick up. It gets super
competitive instantly and leads to much laughter. well done.. Fun game...reminded me of the early monkey island
game. Need a picture of dogs playing poker :). TL;DR It plays like a hardcore megaman fan who loved the games tried
to make their own sequel, keeping what worked and trying new things to fix the issues caused by how old the games are
like lives. it is up to debate if the new solutions worked or not.

Well Megaman fans rejoice, there are GOOD clones to fill in the gap after all! Is this the meaman remake we all
wanted? subjective... Long story short this game changes many things that I personally like, but arent megaman so I
can see a fan getting upset about them.

the two biggest changes are the weapons systems for the boss weapons, and the lives system.

For weapons there is a slowly recharging bar, and hitting secondary fire when its full fires your charge shot. If you
have a boss weapon and have it equiped, you still fire your normal shot and your secondary fire shoots off the boss
weapon. now you cant use it all the time thanks to a ten second charge, but there is no worry about running out of
ammo when you really need it like classic megaman

For lives they are rare as normal, but you have unlimited continues... so what is the point of lives? continuing dosnt
take a life but there is a 'reborn' option that uses them. if you chose to be reborn, you will instead respawn at the start
of the room rather than the start of the level. Perfect for when you die after a long streach by accedently letting go of
jump too soon. Oh and you cant use reborn to tank the bosses, as reborn spawns you in the previous room for bosses...
where a checkpoint is anyway.

few more minor complaints, METAGAL feels a bit heavier than megaman... there is a fat chick joke somewhere. Oh
speaking of the gender swap, the story feels like a guy who didnt know how to write for women wrote it. Luckly it is
less them obsessing about boys and more GirlPowerTM which I find more bearable. On the plus side, just like classic
megaman, the story is there for the beginning and the end... and thats it so it is very easy to ignore.

If that all sounds good, then know this game is scratching that megaman itch I have been having for a while. At the
time of this review I have seen there are 3 other playable characters to unlock, 8 or so stages to play and probably more
unlocked after those. level design is fun, and I occasonaly get surprised by some level design I wasnt expecting.
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I have been having fun, It is nowhere near the likes of shovel knight, however it is good enough that it could be
compared to shovel knight. If the devs see this than please keep this up. I would love to see a sequel in the future(unless
there is one I just dont know about) or even some other classic games remade with the same love and care. Classic
Castleveina for instance... or maybe Secret of Mana... just saying
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